
How the Universe Works  -- Side 5

A better  way to write numbers:
Choosing the correct metric units for your numbers is important when you are trying to effectively communicate.  
For instance, you wouldn’t use millimeters when you are trying to talk about the distance from Norman to Tulsa:   

2.1 x 108  mm  would be a dumb unit to use to describe the Norman-Tulsa distance and someone might punch you 
in the nose, but 210 km would be “a better way to write” the number.  So, show your physics sophistication when 
you write or talk by using the most appropriate units. 

Here’s an example of how to figure out a better way to write a number with inappropriate units:

Example 2A:  What is a better way to write  7.9 x 10-7  kg   ?  
     

                                                                                              

First think 
of the 
problem 
in terms 
of a 
section of 
the 
powerline.

             µg                         mg                                    g                                  kg      

 10-6                10-4    10-3                                 100                       103         

          pm     nm           µm           mm  cm     m             km        Mm           Gm            Tm

            10-12         10-9  10-6        10-3 10-2  100       103           106      109          1012

             nm           µm             mm                m                 km        Mm              Gm            

                    10-9           10-6   10-3              100        103              106   107      109         

Here is how my mind works through this:                        
powers to the left . . . 

Now move 7

So now we
have a 
number 
between micrograms
and milligrams

The number is two powers of ten 
greater than micrograms (µg) and one 
power of ten less than milligrams (mg)

So you could write it as 790 µg or 0.790 mg.  I will take either one 
although I prefer to NOT use decimals if I can avoid it.  I think people are 
more comfortable with whole numbers than they are decimals.
          Therefore . . . final answer . . .  790 µg. 

The official 

Power Lin
e!

Example 2B:  What is a better 
way to write   5.94 x 1016 nm ?

Now move 16 powers to the right

So we have a # between Mm and Gm. 
From the above example you know I 
will go with Mm.

So the final answer is 59.4 Mm because it 
is 10 times bigger than 5.94 Megameters


